We present new versions of the Parrondo's paradox by which a losing game can be turned into winning by including a mechanism that allows redistribution of the capital amongst an ensemble of players. This shows that, for this particular class of games, redistribution of the capital is beneficial for everybody. The same conclusion arises when the redistribution goes from the richer players to the poorer.
Introduction
Parrondo's paradox [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] shows that the combination of two losing games does not necessarily generate losses but can actually result in a winning game. The paradox translates into the language of very simple gambling games (tossing coins) the socalled ratchet effect, namely, that it is possible to use random fluctuations (noise) in order to generate ordered motion against a potential barrier in a nonequilibrium situation [6] . In this paper we introduce a new scenario for the Parrondo's paradox which involves a set of players [7] and where one of the games has been replaced by a redistribution of the capital owned by the players. It will be shown that even though each individual player (when playing alone) has a negative winning expectancy, the redistribution of money brings each player a positive expected gain. This result holds even in the case that the redistribution of capital is directed from the richer to the poorer, although in this case the distribution of money amongst the players is more uniform and the total gain is less.
Our games will consider a set of N players. At time t a player is randomly chosen for playing. In player i's turn (i = 1, . . . , N), a (probably biased) coin is tossed such that the player's capital C i (t) increases (decreases) by one unit if heads (tails) show up. The total capital is C(t) = i C i (t). Time t then increases by an amount equal to 1/N such that it is measured in units of tossed coins per player.
Games are classified as winning, losing or fair if the average capital C(t) increases, decreases or remains constant with time, respectively.
Results
Let us start by reviewing briefly two versions of Parrondo paradox. Both of them consider a single player, N = 1, but differ in the rules of one of the games:
Version I: This is the original version [1] . It uses two games, A and B. For game A a single coin is used and there is a probability p for heads. Obviously, game A is fair if p = 1/2. Game B uses two coins according to the current value of the capital: if the capital C(t) is a multiple of 3, the probability of winning is p 1 , otherwise, the probability of winning is p 2 . The condition for B being a fair game turns out to be ( 
. Therefore, the set of values p = 0.5 − , p 1 = 0.1 − , p 2 = 0.75 − , for a small positive number, is such that both game A and game B are losing games. However, and this is the paradox, a winning game is obtained for the same set of probabilities if games A and B are played randomly by choosing with probability 1/2 the next game to be played. a Version II: This version of the paradox [8] eliminates the need for using modulo rules based on the player's capital, which are of difficult practical application. It keeps game A as before, but it modifies game B to a new game B' by using four different coins (whose heads probabilities are p 1 , p 2 , p 3 and p 4 ) at time t according to the following rules: use (a) coin 1 if game at t − 2 was loser and game at t − 1 was loser; (b) coin 2, if game at t − 2 was loser and game at t − 1 was winner; (c) coin 3, if game at t − 2 was winner and game at t − 1 was loser; (d) coin 4 if game at t − 2 was winner and game at t − 1 was winner. The condition for the game B' to be a fair one is p 1 p 2 = (1− p 3 )(1 − p 4 ). The paradox appears, for instance, choosing p = 1/2 − , p 1 = 0.9 − , p 2 = p 3 = 0.25 − , p 4 = 0.7 − , for small positive , since it results in A and B' being both losing games but the random alternation of A and B' producing a winning result.
This type of paradoxical results has been found in other cases, including work on quantum games [9] , pattern formation [10] , spin systems [11] , lattice gas automata [12] , chaotic dynamical systems [13] , noise induced synchronization [14, 15] , cooperative games [7] , and possible implications of the paradox in other fields, such as Biology, Economy and Physics [16] . A recent review of main results related to the Parrondo paradox can be found in [5] .
In this work we consider an ensemble of players and replace the randomizing effect of game A by a redistribution of capital amongst the players. In particular, we have considered N players playing versions I and II modified as following:
Version I': A player i is selected at random for playing. With probability 1/2 he can either play game B or game A' consisting in that player giving away one unit of his capital to a randomly selected player j. Notice that this new game A' is fair since it does not modify the total amount of capital, it simply redistributes it randomly amongst the players.
a The same conclusion holds if games are played in some regular pattern such as AABBAABBAABB. . ., although for simplicity we will only consider the case of random alternation in this paper. Similarly, for p = 1/2, p 1 = 0.1 − , p 2 = 0.74 − , the alternation of a fair game A with a losing game B produces a winning result.
Version II': It is the same than version I' but with the modulo dependent game B replaced by the history dependent game B'.
As it is shown in Fig. 1 , the Parrondo paradox appears for both versions I' and II'. It is clear from this figure that the random alternation of games A' and B or games A' and B' produces a winning result, whereas any of the games B and B', played by themselves are losing games and game A' is a fair game. This proves that the redistribution of capital can turn a losing game into a winning one. In other words, it turns out to be more convenient for players to give away some of their money to other players at random instants of time. This surprising result shows that a mechanism of redistribution of capital can actually, and under the rules implied in the simple games analyzed here, increase the amount of money of all the ensemble. This can be more shocking when we realize that the redistribution can be made from the richer to the poorer players, while still obtaining the paradoxical result. To prove this, we have replaced game A' by yet another game A" in which player i gives away one unit of its capital to any of its nearest neighbors with a probability proportional to the capital difference. To be more precise, the probability of giving one unit from player i to player i + 1 or to player i − 1 is
These probabilities imply that capital always goes from one player to a neighbour one with a smaller capital and never otherwise. These rules are in some sense, similar to the ones used in solid on solid type models to study surface roughening [17] . Under the only influence of game A", the capital is conserved and tends to be uniformly distributed amongst all the players.
It is interesting to compare the earnings obtained in the games introduced in this paper with those of the original version of the games. For the random combination A'+B defining game I', it can be seen from Fig. 1 that the average capital per player increases linearly with the number of games per player as C(t) /N ∼ γt with γ ≈ 2.9 × 10 −2 . This is to be compared with the value γ ≈ 1.6 × 10
obtained by playing the original one-player games with p = 1/2, p 1 = 0.1 − 0.01, p 2 = 0.75 − 0.01. We can see that the average earnings per player is almost twice in version I' than in the original version I. This is consistent with the fact that game A' is equivalent to two games of A since in A' two players have their capital adjusted by one unit.
b
We now study the variance of the capital distribution amongst the players. The results, plotted in Fig. 2 , show that the variance of the capital distribution of the random combinations of game A' with games B or B' lies always in between of the individual games. This proves that the overall increase of capital observed in the random combination of games is not obtained as a consequence of a very irregular distribution of the capital amongst the players. In the combination A"+B the homogenization effect of game A" brings a nearly uniform distribution of capital amongst the players, see Fig. 3 .
In conclusion, we have introduced new versions of the Parrondo's paradox which involve an ensemble of players and rules that allow the redistribution of capital amongst the players. It is found that this redistribution (which by itself, has no effect in the total capital) can actually increase the total capital available when 
of the single player capital distribution in the same cases than in Fig. 1 . combined with other losing games. This shows that, for that particular class of games, redistribution of the capital is beneficial for everybody. The same conclusion arises when the redistribution goes from the richer players to the poorer. Finally, we would like to point out that ensemble of coupled Brownian motors have been considered in the literature [18] and it would be interesting to see the relation they might have with the Parrondo type paradox described in this paper.
